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UNIT 9:  PROFIT THROUGH PRIVATE ADVERTISING 

HANDOUT:  How to Create an Advertising Kit 
 
Once you’ve determined both how you want to work with brands and how you 
will sell your site to potential advertisers, you will need to put that information 
together in an attractive media or advertising kit. I have seen advertising kits 
done in a variety of ways, ranging from a super simple, single-page design to an 
elaborate multipage booklet. 
 
I have formatted my own advertising kit several different ways over the years, 
and I have found that a simple, easy-to-read, one-page design is the easiest to 
create and update, and tends to be the most effective: 

 

 

about
Pins and Procrastination is here to make you feel more pro-
ductive while you procrastinate! With tutorials on everything 
from green cleaning to DIY projects, there’s a lot of ways to get 
hands-on. Inspired by an effort to lead a greener lifestyle, Pins 
and Procrastination also promotes making things yourself from 
natural ingredients. Since its launch in march of 2014, the blog 
has grown by leaps and bounds, now with a steady and loyal 
readership.

stats
monthly pageviews

103,000
monthly unique visitors

69,000
email subscribers

3,000
pinterest

8,800
facebook

950
twitter

450
instagram

370

readers
The average Pins and 
Procrastination readers are 
females, ages 25-34, using 
a smartphone to access.

content opportunities
Sponsored Posts
A post featuring your product or business, in the context of a tutorial, 
review, or other blog post type 

In-Post Link
An authentically sourced link to one of your products in a post

Giveaway
A giveaway of your product promoted on the blog 

promotion
An exclusive sale or promotion for Pins and Procrastination readers

Social media mention
A mention of or link to your product or business on pinterest, twitter, 
facebook, or instagram

Newsletter Ad
An advertisement of your product or business in the weekly email to 
subscribers

contact us: advertising@pinsandprocrastination.com

about susie
Susie Skarford is the woman behind the blog. She is a 
pinterest addict who loves to create- whether that be 
a new green cleaning recipe or a clever craft project.  
She has a Master’s in Environmental Policy. 


